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Electrical Battery Isolator Electrical Latching Battery Isolator 160-640A   IP68 waterproof  

Electrical battery isolators D+ alternator or ignition feed safety interlock circuit:

Multiple operational points:

Key lock optional:

Rating:

Cold cranking/ engine start: 

Isolated switching and control circuit: 

Other relevant product: 
Latching relay technology: alternator protection device

 are used to switch the main pos or neg 
d/c cables which are connected to a battery bank, the idea being to The biggest fear with a electrical battery switch ( as with a normal 
be able to isolate the battery bank remotely or automatically to manual switch ) is that because its so easy to use then if someone 
preserve the charge in the battery bank or prevent a fire in an switches off the switch with a engine running, this could cause 
emergency situation, thus ensuring that no drain takes place while massive damage to the engine and the alternator, the Sterling unit 
the system is switched off, commonly used on boats or camper has an alternator D+ interlock which, if connected to the alternator 
vans and emergency vehicles or on some cases for emergency d+/61 or other ignition feed stops the switch from working. I.e. if the 
switching i.e. in a racing car it may be required to isolate the battery engine is running the switch will not operate until the engine ignition 
in the event of an accident. is switched off or the alternator is powered down, minimising the 

risk of any potentially expensive damages to the vehicle’s 
The key features to look for in this type of device is the continuous alternator or engine management system.
rating of the product, its overload rating ( i.e. if the engine start is 
being used through the device ) making sure the product uses 0A 
when off and online so none of the power is consumed (Sterling This product is designed to be totally flexible with no real limitation 
uses a small amount of power to run an on LED ), there is only a as to how many points the product can be operated from, simply 
small draw of about 2A for about 1/4 of a second during the purchase more momentary switches if required.
crossover event.
This product comes complete with a remote spring load switch with  the unit comes with a momentary rocker switch 
an LED ( on ) remote and local indicator, which can be de activated to operate the unit, however, one can purchase a key lock option if 
if power loss is a priority. required.

Large 8 mm ( on smaller units ) and 10 mm ( on larger units ) studs  The products rating are there continuous rating i.e. full 
ensure good contact for electrical cables, with the product potted current all day, this can be used to calculate if the product is suitable 
ensuring IP68 so the product can be mounted anywhere. for aux battery systems such as marine domestic battery banks or 
These are 12 or 24V, however, due to the low instantaneous power vehicle secondary battery banks, simply ensure that the 
consumption of the switching mechanism you can tap the voltage continuous load application does not exceed the rating of the 
from a  higher voltage battery to use a lower rated product i.e. if you product. 
only have a 12V unit and a 24V battery bank then simply tap 12V of 
the 24V battery. If you have a 48V forklift then simply tap off 12V or This is a very hard aspect to rate a 
24V depending on the unit. product for as there are so many factors. Most of which the operator 

would not be able to ascertain and, as such, we need to give rough 
guidance, these products have a very large overload rating, 

The control circuit is totally isolated from the switching circuit, this is especially the 5 second rating ( cold cranking ). The 160A model 
extremely important and means that the unit can switch on the would be on the edge for cold cranking but ideal for most auxiliary 
negative or the positive of the battery. Also the battery it switches battery isolation, a small petrol engine such as a marine outboard 
need not be the battery where the control voltage comes from. I.e. would be okay but a diesel van may be too much, it is best to start at 
you could have a 12V control system with a 36V battery bank you the 320A version if an engine start is required. 
wish to switch, this is not a problem.
 Which could go with this unit if used for 

engine isolating, the  can be fitted to 
This is very important because along the control voltage is 8-32V to the engine alternator so that in the event of accidental switching 
operate the switch, because such little power is used to operate the then the engine alternator will be protected. 
switch it can easily be used on a 36V or 48V ( + ) system as you can 
tap of 12V to operate the control circuit without any fear of 
damaging a larger battery bank.

480A / 640A
model

160 and 320A
continuous

1200A
 intermittent

both inc 3 way momentary
rocker switch

Key switch
optional extra for 
added security  

Specification:
12V model operates down to 8V / 24V models down to 16V 
Totally isolated switching voltage from control voltage 
All models are Continuous current rated
Off power consumption = 0.000A
On power consumption 1.5mA -  0.0015A LED Consumption
Switching power about 2A for 0.5 seconds  
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Remote activity

Electrical Battery Isolator

160 Amps                1500 A    600 A    Not suitable for engine start                 80x90x90H         0.2 kg           0 amps             12 v                ELB12160

320 Amps                3000 A   1200 A   Car & small van ,Petrol boat                 80x90x90H         0.2 kg           0 amps             12 v                ELB12320

480 amps                4500 A   1800 A   lorry, diesel Plant up to 600hp           150x100x120H      0.4 kg           0 amps             12 v                 ELB12480 

640 amps                6000 A   2400 A   lorry, diesel engines up to 1000hp    150x100x120H      0.4 kg           0 amps             12 v                 ELB12640 
 

Extra momentary switch    ( one supplied standard in each kit )                                                                                                                     ELS1
Key operated switch with 2 keys ( optional extra )  Please note only momentary switches can be used with this product                     ELKS1

Continuous rating:  5 sec    30 sec                 starter rated                              Size                  Weight        Power con  Control voltage    Part number

160 amps                1500 A    600  A   Not suitable for engine start                 80x90x90H         0.2 kg           0 amps              24 v                ELB24160

320 amps                3000 A   1200 A   Car & small van , Petrol boat                80x90x90H         0.2 kg           0 amps              24 v                ELB24320

480 amps                4500 A   1800 A   lorry, diesel Plant up to 600hp           150x100x120H      0.4 kg           0 amps              24 v                ELB24480 

640 amps                6000 A   2400 A   lorry, diesel engines up to 1000hp    150x100x120H      0.4 kg           0 amps              24 v                ELB24640

Electrical battery isolators are latching relays which 
are able to isolate a battery bank remotely or 
automatically by switching the main positive or negative 
D/C cables. One may wish to isolate to preserve the 
charge in that battery bank or to isolate the bank in the 
event of an accident. It ensures that there is no drain on 
the battery when the system is switched off. 

Switching ability
The control circuit is totally isolated from the switching 
circuit, this allows the unit to switch on either the negative 
or positive terminals. 
This battery isolator can be used to switch up to and more 
than 72V+ systems. To power up the unit the control 
voltage for the isolator is 12V or 24V (select 12V or 24V, 
they are not auto select). It can be easily tapped off a 
larger 36V or 48V bank by simply connecting the DC 
cables across the appropriate voltage on the battery 
bank.

Large 8mm (160-320A model) and 10mm (480-640A) 
studs ensure good contact for electrical cables.

Power consumption
The product uses 0A when off and a negligible amount 
when on (running one LED). Only 2A are used for 1/4 of a 
second during the switching event. 

Dirt and waterproofing
The product is epoxy potted and is therefore completely 
dirt and waterproof (IP68).

  

D+ or ignition fed safety
D+ or ignition feed safety interlock circuit. This saves the 
alternator/engine from any potential damage/spikes caused 
by turning the switch off with the engine running. The D+ or 
ignition feed prevents the switch from working and will only 
allow the switch to work when the ignition is switched off or 
the alternator is powered down. 

Isolator’s flexibility
The isolator is designed to be totally flexible and can be 
operated from multiple momentary switches. 

Continuous Rating
The isolator’s rating is based on a continuous rating, please 
ensure your continuous operating load matches, or is lower, 
than the rating of the isolator.

Cranking Rating
These isolators have a large overload capability. The 320-
640A isolators would be perfectly suitable for cold cranking 
yet the 160A would be on the edge for cold cranking ability, it 
would likely handle small engines (outboards etc.). 

160A / 320A
model
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Battery charging test: we will perform 2 main 
tests

Things you should know about this test.

1) The Alternator, was a Bosch 90A with the regulator at 14.2V at the output of the alternator (the 
performance of the below graphs would improve the higher the output voltage of the alternator 
and decrease the lower the output voltage, some modern vehicle alternators start off at a high 
voltage ( approx 14.9V ) but then drop to a low voltage after an hour or so ( approx 13.5V ), 
however, the 14.2V we regard as a fair / average test voltage.
2) The wiring, this test is performed under near perfect wiring and connection conditions, the 
connectors are new, the plugs are new so the test would be the best test possible, the cable length 
from the alternator via the engine battery to the caravan battery was measured @ 8 meters ( for all 
tests ), the more real world on an older installation. I would guarantee a lower performance on 
tests 1 and 2 than the test we have done here, we are therefore extremely confident that the tests 
provided are truthful and honest (and totally reproducible by anyone wishing to try)  with no intent 
to deceive in anyway.
3) The battery used was a so called “Leisure battery” ( Alphaline , marked as 115 Ah at a 20 hour 
rate), chosen at random and mentioned for disclosure purposes only and not a promotion for this 
battery or battery type, just readily available in this market. We have no reason to believe this 
battery is any better or any worse than any other battery of this type.
      We used the battery for a few cycles to take the new edge of the battery ( new batteries on the 
first few cycles give great performances, however, this quickly disappears ) then we fully charge 
the battery with a top quality charger for 24 hours to ensure maximum charge, then we connected 
a 300W inverter with a 200W load (approx 18A draw) and discharged the battery until the inverter 
stopped working (about 10.5V), the time to achieve this was logged (this established the max 
performance one could get from the fully charged battery and also established the technically “flat 
/ empty” state of the battery).
   The vehicle was then run for 2 hrs while we monitored the recharging of the battery under 
different conditions using a standard tow bar 7 pin connector (one would expect the same from a 
13 pin connector ). The first charge curve was with the 1.5 mm sq negative and positive pin being 
used then we used the 2.5 mm sq negative and positive and finally the Wildside with 16 mm sq 
cable to see what the difference was. 

Conclusion for test 1: Charging an empty battery on a 2 hr journey: from the charging graph (1st 
graph page 14) you can see that on an empty battery the tow kit will replace over 6 times more 
current than a 1.5 mm charge cable and about 3 times more than a standard 2.5 mm sq cable. 
Similarly, with the Wildside, you are charging at a higher voltage (refer to 2nd graph (charging 
voltage) page 14) which significantly increases the power delivery into the battery this shows when 
we come to drain the batteries (3rd graph (load) page 14).  After only 2 hours of charging the 
battery lasted 3h15m which is 4.5 times longer than the 2.5mm sq cable charging and 6.3 times 
longer than the 1.5mm sq cable. As you can see from the graphs that after 1 hour most of the 
Wildside’s work was done, the second hour was spent tapering off. Had the battery bank been 
larger the Wildside’s performance would not have tapered off so seemingly prematurely and 
would have sustained that 45A charging for a lot longer and would have been even more 
impressive. So, even with the 500%+ performance improvement there was lots of potential power 
which could have been delivered, leaving huge scope to increase your battery bank to take full 
advantage of this extra power delivering ability. To take full advantage of the Wildside you should 
triple/quadruple your battery bank size to 350-450Ah and you would, indeed, be well catered for. 
  
Conclusion for test 2: Charging a battery that has been flattened by 300Wh (300W for 1 hour) 
from fully charged. With the Wildside unit attached we see 35Ah of charge entering the battery 
which will more than replenish the 27A (max) drained over the 1hour period. The 2.5mm sq cable 
only replenishes 9Ah over the 1 hour period. Thus, the Wildside product provides a 4 times 
improvement over the standard setup.  

Other benefits: Due to the fact that up to now caravans have been unable to effectively charge 
batteries. Similarly, attempting to store power in large battery bank was pointless, as such they 
have notoriously small batteries on board, i.e as low as 50Ah, with this device all this can change, 
now you can have a serious battery bank as the Wildside will give you the ability to charge it, there 
is simply no reason why you cannot have 2-300Ah battery bank, fit an inverter and have an active 
microwave, hair dryer etc. on board. Wildside camping need not mean roughing it. 
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A dedicated and flexible starter battery protection device 

Start Pro Tech

                                                              Description                                                                               Part Number
12V and 24V auto select auto activation box inc remote buzzer  plus 10 metre cable                                                  SPT1 
This part number does not include the isolation switch or the remote control, you must choose one from the below list                       
                                                                                                                         
                                 Optional (recommended if full features are required) Remote control plus 10 m cable               SPRC
                                                                                                  Key Switch Option (for added vehicle security)               ELKS1
                                                                                                                                           Remote Buzzer Option               BZ
                                                       Additional Momentary switch option (one included in SPT1 as standard)               ELS1

                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                           

A dedicated, Combined flexible automatic vehicle starter battery protection product
preset voltages selections via magnetic reed switch from unit (no computer required) 

The  is a dedicated and flexible vehicle 
battery protection device. Its primary function is to 
trigger a signal to a relay (the Electrical Latching 
Battery Isolator ELB (overleaf)) to isolate the starter 
battery under high or low voltage conditions. This 
protects the vehicle’s starter battery from over charging 
or depleting. This product is packed with customisable 
features which make it the market leader and make it 
desirable to fleet engineers. 

The use of the built in magnet can give the user partial 
control over settings, however, for full functionality a 
remote control is required. 

The product is epoxy potted and is both dirt proof and 
waterproof.

Start Pro Tech

Start Pro Tech  has an extremely wide range of uses, 
the unit comprises of a remote control (optional extra) 
and a main control unit which can then be connected to 
a range of isolated switches available (ELB) in models 
from 160A to 640A continuous. The control box is 
common throughout the range. Only the switching box 
differs depending on current required ( the unit is an 
auto voltage select in the unit for 12 or 24V 
operation). Options include more buzzers / lights and 
override remote momentary switches. 
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The Start Pro is a dedicated, flexible vehicle battery protection product, with an also ensures product continues to remain engaged even if an alternator fails or 
extremely wide range of uses, the unit comprises of an isolated switcher box a belt breaks (to get you home).
available in models from 480A to 640A continuous. The control box is common 2) Dash mounted override switch to engage product to start engine via remote 
and options include more buzzers / lights and even a digital remote control control head or switch if remote not required.
panel giving voltages and other control options. 3) Digital lock code if required for security in remote head. 
The control box comes preset with the default setting which would cover the 4) Buzzer built into the remote control to give a warning before the unit 
vast majority of uses, however, using a built in magnet the product’s voltage disengages.
settings and buzzer alarms (plus many other things) can be altered. 5) Remote engaged light indicator 2 mA draw (fit or not up to you).
The product is waterproof (remote control, control box and main switching box 6) Remote control Digital meter  plus override functions for the more 
all IP68) discerning installer, Multi coloured display shows warnings in red, okay in 
Easy to install with plug an play where ever possible green and charging in Blue. 

7) Manual disengage for manual intervention if required to be used prior to 
Features: auto switch. 
1) Ignition fed interlock to prevent switch operation while engine is running. It 8) 4 preset voltages which are easy to select, no computer required.  

(optional) 

Features: 
1) ignition fed interlock to prevent the operation of the switch 
while the engine is running.
2) Dash mounted override switch to engage product to start 
engine via remote control head or switch.
3) 2 Digital lock codes, if required, for security in remote. 1 for 
remote control menu function lock and the other for locking 
entire remote, essentially a vehicle immobilser.  
4) Automatic System Shutdown and counter. The unit is 
designed to automatically open circuit the ELB when there is a 
too high or too low voltage. This suggests that the system is not 
functioning correctly and the remote control logs the number of 
times the system has had to do this, informing the engineer. 
The driver can override this automatic function, engaging 
relay.
4) Abuse function with counter. Allows fleet engineers to see 
the number of times the driver has abused the batteries by 
putting the ignition on and not starting the engine within a 
certain time frame.   
4) Buzzer built into the remote control to give a warning before 
the unit disengages.
5) Remote engaged light indicator 2mA draw.
6)Tricoloured remote control digital meter (optional). Red is 
warning, green is preparing and blue is relay engaged.
7) Manual disengage for manual intervention if required to be 
used prior to auto switch. 

The  is a dedicated, flexible vehicle battery protection product. It has an extremely wide range of uses, the unit comprises of 
a remote control (optional extra) and main control unit which can then be connected to a range of isolated switches available in 
models from 160A to 640A continuous. The control box is common throughout the range. Only the switching box differs depending on 
current required ( the unit is an auto voltage select in the unit for 12 or 24V operation). Options include more buzzers / lights and 
override remote switches. 
The control box comes preset with the default setting which would cover the vast majority of uses, however, using the remote control 
or a built in magnet the product’s voltage settings and buzzer alarms (plus many other things) can be altered. The product is 
waterproof (remote control, control box and main switching box all IP68). 

Start Pro

The  is a dedicated, flexible vehicle battery 
protection product. It has an extremely wide range of uses, the 
unit comprises of a remote control (optional extra) and main 
control unit which can then be connected to a range of isolated 
switches available in models from 160A to 640A continuous. 
The control box is common throughout the range. Only the 
switching box differs depending on current required ( the unit 
is an auto voltage select in the unit for 12 or 24V 
operation). Options include more buzzers / lights and 
override remote switches. 
The control box comes preset with the default setting which 
would cover the vast majority of uses, however, using the 
remote control or a built in magnet the product’s voltage 
settings and buzzer alarms (plus many other things) can be 
altered. The product is waterproof (remote control, control box 
and main switching box all IP68). 

 This prevents the driver 
leaving the ignition on and abusing the safety interlock signal 
for the ignition feed to prevent the system from working and 
draining the battery 
Things to bear in mind with this function: If the vehicle was 
moving and you had an alternator failure while the vehicle was 
running the vehicle would run on battery only, so after the 
voltage dropped below the off voltage 15 mins later the vehicle 
electric would stop, however odds are it would stop anyway 
before this time frame, just something to bear in mind. 

If this happens 

This 
value can be reset back to 0 after inspection.

3) Remote Control Menu Lockout. This prevents unauthorised 
individuals accessing the menu information and setup criteria. 
This function will still allow the remote to function as a 
voltmeter, warning display and it also allows the inhibit and 
override functions.

4) Remote Control Total Lockout (immobilisation). Vehicle 
lockout allows the driver to manually lock out the vehicle. This 
locks the remote completely, thus immobilising the vehicle.  
The vehicle requires a code to re-engage.

Start Pro Extra LEDs and other override switches. 

Auto or manual reset,

Installation

 Overnight Abuse Function:

Things to think about which may need adjusting 

To Install

Lock.

 Voltage threshold adjustment.

Charge Fault LED. 

4) The standard 
remote control which comes with the unit has all the 
information / adjustment / buzzers / override ability of the 
remote control. However, you may want extra LEDs or extra 
positions to override the unit, no problems we can 
accommodate this, see extra wiring features.
5)  the unit comes with the default 
setting to auto reset. Say the vehicle’s battery is low and the 
unit has disengaged, then, you put a battery charger on the 
starter battery bank. Do you want the system to auto re-
engage when the battery is charging ( i.e. if you were a fire 
truck or police car you may have an auxiliary system which 
requires power to operate). Then auto would be your choice, 
however, you may not want the system to automatically re-
engage but simply charge the battery up to a higher level for 
storage of the vehicle, so, this function can be disengaged. 
This means that the manual override is required to reactivate 
the battery link. This function can be adjusted in the remote 
menu. Out of the box

The basic system with remote control is extremely easy to fit 
and the default settings should fit 99% of systems out of the 
box without any adjustments.

Fleets Engineers Functions (with remote display only)

1) Automatic System Shutdown counter. This mode displays 
to the fleet engineer the number of times the unit has had to 
shut itself down automatically in the interest of safety of the 
vehicle. This mode provides a good insight to the engineer if 

This unit should only be installed by a competent electrical there are numerous automatic shutdown events that there 
installer, if in doubt, do not fit this unit.could be a problem with the vehicle. In correct operating 
1) Ensure any codes for radios or other things which may be installation the unit should not have to automatically 
problematic in the event of power loss to the equipment are shutdown. This value can be reset back to 0 after inspection.
logged and a restart protocol is available. The whole idea of 
this product is to switch off everything to save the batteries so 2) Abuse System counter. This counter displays to the 
make sure you don't lose any vital codes etc...   engineer how many times the system has been abused. 
2) disconnect battery cables, pos and neg. Abused suggests that the driver has left the ignition on in the 
Install the contacts box where ever you wish in your circuit ( vehicle and not started the engine within 
best out of direct water contact - the box is waterproof but still 
best with any electrical product to reduce water exposure ). 
Connect  in the negative or positive cables (the contact is fully 
isolated). There is no in nor out, either way round works, it will 
simply break or make the internal contact. Make sure that all 
the power cables you want to disconnect are on one side of 
the unit and any vehicle alarms or any other systems you wish 
to maintain at all costs are on the battery side of the isolator. 
The switch cannot be responsible for saving the batteries if 
any wires are connected directly to the battery bank by 
passing the switch actions. 
3) Connect the control box more in the cab area, then connect 
the remote control in the cab or where ever you want to be able  
to monitor and operate the system.
4) Connect the control box to the remote control and the 1)  Do you want to add a lock code on the remote control 
isolator box, if there is heavy expected water contact then add to stop people adjusting the parameters? The unit comes 
some TEFLON grease into the sockets to waterproof the default with no lock code, the lock code can be easily set in the 
contacts. remote menu. 

 
2)  Do you want to increase or 
decrease the voltage switch off threshold depending on 
application ( i.e. vehicle battery protect or aux battery protect 
etc ) or battery type. I.e. a AGM battery may want to be set 
higher etc. After installations it would be wise to test the 
system to ensure there is enough power left in the battery to 
be able to start the vehicle after the trip has been activated ( 
after all, that is the point of the unit ). If not then the voltage trip 
parameter will need to be increased.  
3) Do you have a new vehicle alternator 
management system which has regenerative brake charging 
i.e. the alternator voltage drops from 14V to about 12.5V 
under normal running conditions but increases to about 14.5V 
while braking. The unit will work okay in this system but the red 
warning LED charge fault (marked number 3) will come on 
during normal operations, this is a warning to show your 
alternator has failed while driving. However, in the case of re-
generative braking this is a normal event. So, to stop the light 
being an irritant it can be deactivated ( see remote control 
adjustment menu ).

6 minutes. 

WARNING, if the code is forgotten the unit 
needs to be returned to Sterling to reset. 

6)
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